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ith the legal term of Afghanistan’s parliament ending in a week,
there is a constitutional conflict and political vacuum looming in the
country. There is now increased focus from the media, politicians,
election monitoring organizations and the lawmakers in the parliament over
the fate of the parliamentary elections and the constitutional stalemate that is
looming. On Sunday June 14, 2015, President Ashraf Ghani said the issue of
the Lower House of the parliament will be referred to Afghanistan’s Supreme
Court as the court is the only competent authority to interpret the constitution.
In a sense of urgency to tackle the issue, President Ghani has recently carried
out a series of consultations with representatives of relevant stakeholders including government agencies, top political figures and representatives from
the donor countries. He assured on Saturday that there would no legal vacuum
in Afghanistan’s state and that the parliament’s fate will be decided according
to the constitution and in light of national consensus and interests.
The ambiguity over the fate of the current parliament and the looming constitutional is marking another bad precedent in governance in Afghanistan. The
evolving constitutional crisis is not unprecedented in Afghanistan, but with
no doubt it is the most serious case of breaching the constitution during the
last fourteen years of post-Taliban era. The ongoing uncertainty over the legal
term of the parliament has roots in last year’s controversial presidential elections
which produced the National Unity Government in Afghanistan. In fact, the
presidential elections held last year tarnished the credibility of whole electoral
bodies and systems and led to administrative failures to hold a timely parliamentary election. As result of the presidential elections, all parties particularly
the main stakeholders of the National Unity Government and the major international donors of Afghanistan lost trust to the bodies responsible for conducting
national elections. Exhausted with the outcome of the presidential elections, the
Afghan political spectrum and the international donors of Afghanistan expected reforms in the electoral bodies and election procedures for a fair and free parliamentary election. Reform to electoral bodies and system was one of the main
provisions of the agreement which led to formation of the current unity government in Afghanistan. It took months for the leaders of the unity government to
establish a reform commission, but again they failed to agree over who should
lead the commission tasked with proposing reforms to the electoral system. The
donor countries financing Afghanistan’s elections abstained from funding the
parliamentary elections without due reforms to the electoral system. With the
electoral reforms commission in limbo, the electoral bodies have virtually been
unable to proceed with the preparations for the parliamentary elections.
While the legal term of the current parliament ends in a week from now, the
end of the Lower House of the parliament’s tenure will be the onset of further
uncertainties in Afghanistan’s political system and constitutional legitimacy of

the state. Obviously, there is no constitutional and legal basis neither for extension
of the term of the current parliament nor shutting down the legislative branch of the
state. According to Afghanistan’s constitution, the term of the parliament ends at the
end of the first quarter of the fifth year of the parliament’s tenure. Based on the constitution, the parliamentary elections should be held within 30 or 60 days before the
end of the parliament’s term. There is no provision in the constitution whether what
to do with the parliament’s working if parliamentary election is not held on time.
On the other hand, there is no competent authority authorized by the constitution
to interpret ambiguous articles of the constitution and to set out a way for resolving such challenges while the constitution remains on any such matters. However,
former president Hamid Karzai set a precedent with referring some high-profile
cases to the Supreme Court of Afghanistan or setting up special courts for resolving such stalemates. Still, there is no convincing justification for referring issues with
constitutional ambiguities to the Supreme Court or any special courts formed by the
government. While there is a body responsible for clarifying constitutional matters,
its mandate and capacity is yet to be clear and justified. With no doubt, extension of
the term of the current parliament by the Supreme Court or the parliament itself will
remain controversial given the lack of legal basis for such an action. Many lawmakers also believe that decisions made by a parliament with ‘extended working term’
would be unconstitutional and illegitimate. This is while others believe it would be
legal given the silence of the constitution over such a stalemate and Afghanistan’s
need for a functioning legislative branch. They argue that the state would be dysfunctional in absence of a parliament and that the government would go despotic
and take arbitrary decisions in absence an overseeing body such as the parliament.
All the arguments are justified given the constitutional stalemate and the country’s
best interests. But there should be legal basis for any decisions to be made for the fate
of the legislative branch of Afghanistan’s state when the term of the parliament ends.
The bottom line is that both extension or termination of the parliament’s tenure beyond its legal term would be another precedent for violating the Afghan constitution. The formation of the national unity government produced by the last year’s
presidential elections was itself a derailment of the constitution in Afghanistan. Former president Hamid Karzai violated the laws in many occasions while confronting
the decisions of the parliament or dealing with other important challenges. Systemic
violation of the constitution does not forebode well for the future course of Afghanistan’s political system. It suggests how democracies in unstable countries like Afghanistan are vulnerable to legal and constitutional derailments.
The prospect of the parliament until the next presidential elections is uncertain while
its legitimacy will remain questionable. The impacts of this constitutional derailment
would not be limited to the legislative branch but also to the whole political system
in the country. This would further undermine efforts of Afghanistan and its international backers to boost state-building and good governance in the country.

he decades of prevalent conflict and war in Afghanistan
shambled everything, ranging from infrastructural to sociopolitical downfall; reasonless bloodshed followed by enormous people rendered physically impaired, counts to be ill consequences of those endless conflicts. Most often we see people with
unpaired body part, sitting at the corner of streets haplessly ask for
financial help from every passerby. This is the disappointing picture of neglected section of society, battered by negligence of leaving them unattended.
Afghanistan is a country with a population of about 29 million
50 percent of whom counted as the youth. The young people
con¬stitute a large force. They are energetic, enthusiastic and full
of zeal. It is a great national wear and tear if these energetic hands
and brains are left unemployed that inflict great losses to nation.
This massive manpower can do wonders provided its enthu¬siasm
is harnessed for development work. Afghanistan youth have never
lagged behind when called upon to meet a challenge. Unfortunately
a large number of them are without any direction. In addition the
bad governance and meager services delivered by the incumbent
government would increase their frustration –increasing the chances of their manipulation by anti-state elements. It is for the national
leaders to play their part by mobilizing their abilities and providing
them with a direction instead of letting them at the reach of extremist elements.
There can be a large number of schemes, projects and programs
wherein their total involvement will bring quicker and better reAbdul Ahad Bahrami is the permanent writer of the Daily Outlook Afghanistan.
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tion of the society. There are many evil practices in our society. If
the youth is associated in a drive against these practices, the results
may be much more satisfactory. There may be schemes connected
with the raising of the level of production in agriculture. The youth
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ing in these tasks. In a drive against economic offences,
theirCivil
energy
may be used in molding public opinion in favor of eradication and
prevention of such offences. The youth may work successfully as an
arm of the administration in the implementation of governmental
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The signing of the political agreement between the two
About ACSEN
contesting teams during the second round of 2014 runoff
presidential election, which led to formation of the National
Unity Government, has helped to steer the country out of
likely crisis and created some hopes.

However the inability of the National Unity Government in
fulfilling it’s pledges with the people has resulted in that this
victory is also accompanied by some concerns.

About ACSEN

ACSEN is a network of more
than 160 Afghan civil society
organizations working to
promote free and fair
elections in Afghanistan.

Delay in the commencement of the electoral reform process, which was believed to be completed
before the expiration of working period of the Wolesi Jirga (WJ) or lower house, and setting a date
for holding upcoming parliamentary election, are yet to materialize.
This is while that a handful of days remain prior to June 22, 2015, in which the legal working
period of the lower house members comes to an end.

The present situation raises concerns about legitimacy of continuation of WJ’s tenure, which
requires the National Unity Government to address these concerns as early as possible.

To reach a possible solution and consensus, this publication attempts to address some of the main
questions regarding the manner of how the continuation of the lower house’s tenure after
Saratan.1.1394, should be managed.
1. What are the major consequences on the lack of legitimacy of WJ after June 22, 2015?
2. What are the main legal viewpoints on the continuation of WJ tenure after June 22, 2015?
3. How can we preserve the legal solution of WJ tenure after June 22, 2015?
4. Can we call the extension of the WJ tenure legitimate, despite the lack of a legal solutions
to this problem?
5. Does start of electoral reform process help reduce the impacts on the illegitimacy of WJ
tenure?

of lower house and legal associations make two different interpretations of the clause
No. 2 of article 83 of the constitution.
First interpretation: Proponents of this interpretation describe the first paragraph as
an independent ruling, insisting that the second clause of article 83 focuses on illegitimacy of WJ after 1.4.1394 as the adverb of time is prior than other phrases in this
clause. Therefore, the mention of second paragraph (after the announcement of the
elections results) does not justify continuation of WJ. They argue that the phrase “after
announcement of election results” is aimed to determine the first working year of the
parliament in attempt to specify the fifth year and not prolonging WJ tenure until
holding elections.
Second Interpretation: Proponents of the second interpretation argue that the first
paragraph of second clause of article 83 (Working period of Wolesi Jirga on 1.4.1394)
without the second paragraph of this clause (Ends after announcement of election

A.
In the first step, leaders of the national unity government should establish necessary assurance among the people, civil society and international partners by launching
electoral reform commission for electoral reform. Building such assurance will inherently consider as preparation for holding upcoming election and can justify repeat of similar
situation that was before 2010 parliamentary polls.
B.
In the second step, leaders of the national unity government should convene
a meeting in consultation with the heads of three branches of government, elders, national leaders, representatives of political parties and civil society to lure their support
for continuing WJ tenure till the hold of upcoming parliamentary elections. An official
declaration, supporting prolong of WJ tenure should be released for public awareness.
In current situation, release of such official declaration by the presidential office can be
justified as national expediency-need for prolonging lower house tenure until holding
parliamentary polls.

1. What are the Major Consequences on the Lack of Legitimacy of WJ after June 22, 2015.
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Absence of the lower house can raise questions to the legitimacy of Afghan government as a
political-democratic structure in the national and international level.

